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[Replace this text with your own relevance] 9.5 pt type
Your relevance paragraph might look something like this: The annual cost of
diabetes in Texas is estimated at $18.5 billion. An estimated 10.6% or 2.8
million Texans 18 years old or older are diagnosed with diabetes; another
440,468 have diabetes but do not know it. Almost one in four adult Texans
aged 65 and older have been diagnosed with diabetes. Furthermore, Texas is
projected to have a greater incidence rate and increased costs in the future
due to the growing population of people over 65 years of age and
Hispanics/Latinos, who are at a greater risk for the disease. In Hale County,
11.8% of the population, or 330 people, have been diagnosed with diabetes.
This is higher than the state average and is at the top of the indicator scale of
the Centers for Disease Control’s percentages by county. 
(Click for link to RELEVANCE examples >)

93,600
  need identification fast facts

 

NUMBERS: [Replace this text with your own - Open Sans 9.5 pt for
bulleted text.] Good source of information can be found in the "In-Depth
Plan" description or issue statement in Texas Data.
 [Example] Incidence of diabetes
 [Example] # of BLT eligible households
 [Example]  Acres in agriculture production
 [Example]  Response to a youth related issue

(Click for link to NUMBERS examples)

11.2%
2.33 MILLION
need identification fast facts,

figures, compelling stats

[Replace this text with your own response statement ] Use Open Sans 9.5 pt
font for body copy.  Narrative text to describe the overall strategy used to address
the issue or program need - 
(Click for link to ISSUE IDENTIFICATION examples)

RELEVANCE

RESPONSE

Do well, be well with diabetes

need identification fast facts

This diabetes education program
teached participants about lifestyle
changes and disease self
management, enabling them to
imporive their quality of life and
lower their health care costs close to
the non-diabetes level. These
reduced health care costs are key to 
 the program's public value.
(Click for link to examples >)

VALUE STATEMENT
Do well, be well with diabetes

PROGRAM NAME ABC COUNTY

[Example] This program was targeted towards approximately 500 purebred
and commercial beef cattle producers.

Target Audience 

(Click for link to TARGET AUDIENCE examples >)

[Example] The Non-Profit Management Center of Wichita Falls spearheads
the Teens Make A Difference Day which contributed greatly to the success
of this youth outcome.

Partnerships & Collaborators

(Click for link to PARTNERSHIPS & COLLABORATOR examples >)

[Example] The [XXX Area Committee] has identified [Program Name] as an
educational approach to address the [name the issue] in the county. 

First Name Last Name | Title 
 

[Replace this text with your own - Importance to the County] 9.5 pt type
Start with a short, succinct paragraph explaining WHY the program has been
implemented and / or important for the county. This statement should help
establish a need for the educational response and set the stage with specific
information related to the county situation. 
(Click for link to IMPORTANCE TO THE COUNTY examples >)

OPTIONAL PHOTO LIBRARY: 
https://agrilife.photoshelter.com/
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Response Example

Summary Future Programming

Evaluation Strategy

Mauris nisi lacus, aliquam a vehicula
at, condimentum non nisi. 
Proin ultrices lorem convallis
aliquam ultricies.
Mauris nisi lacus, aliquam a vehicula
at, condimentum non nisi. 
Proin ultrices lorem convallis
aliquam ultricies.
Proin ultrices lorem convallis
aliquam ultricies.

[Replace this text with your own
Responses] Use Open Sans 9.5 pt font
for body copy. velit. Fusce feugiat mollis
eros, eu mollis leo ultrices at. Donec
pulvinar nulla sollicitudin vestibulum
molestie. Mauris nisi lacus, aliquam a
vehicula at, condimentum non nisi.
Proin ultrices lorem convallis aliquam
ultricies. Vestibulum sollicitudin turpis a
nisi rhoncus luctus. Phasellus luctus
lorem ac ante pellentesq pellentesque.
100+ degree programs, multiple 

velit. Fusce feugiat mollis eros, eu
mollis leo ultrices at. Donec pulvinar
nulla sollicitudin vestibulum molestie.
Mauris nisi lacus, aliquam a vehicula at,
condimentum non nisi. Proin ultrices
lorem convallis aliquam ultricies.
Vestibulum sollicitudin turpis a nisi
rhoncus luctus. Phasellus luctus lorem
ac ante pellentes Mauris nisi lacus,
aliquam a vehicula at, condimentum
non nisi. Proin ultrices lorem convallis
aliquam ultricies. pellentesque.100+

(Click link to RESPONSE examples >)

Focus on behavior change
Focus on the adoption of best practices
Don't include too much data (data overload) but include most significant results
Customer satisfaction results should NOT be the focus of an in-depth summary
economic data (where applicable)
Show knowledge gained, intention to adopt, application of a best practice, skill or
behavior [Example] 82% (18 of 34) will “probably” or “definitely” use game camera to
monitor wildlife species at supplemental feeding sites.
Validate percentages with participant response:
[Example] 62 of 108 (57%) responses
[Example] The percentage of students who correctly identified the number of
teaspoons of sugar in a regular (not diet) soda increased from 21% (18) to 68% (58)
[Example] 34 of 60 (57%) will change/adopt their soil fertility program

(Click for link to more RESULTS examples >)
Click for link to GRAPHICAL RESULTS examples >)

Use Open Sans 9 pt font for body copy. 
 This is an optional, succinct paragraph.  
[Example] The value of service provided
through the Urban Soil Testing campaign
and the Rain Barrel Adoption campaign
was $31,222. Willingness to adopt rain
water collection was seen by the
overwhelming response of 430
households to purchase and install 741
rain barrels. Additionally, 47% of
respondents indicated that they would
likely purchase a larger rainwater
collection system as a result of their rain
barrel adoption experience

(Click  link to SUMMARY examples >)

 Mauris nisi lacus, aliquam a vehicula at,
condimentum non nisi. 
 Mauris nisi lacus, aliquam a vehicula at,
condimentum non nisi.
 Mauris nisi lacus, aliquam a vehicula at,
condimentum non nisi.

Use Open Sans 9 pt font for body copy. 
 Future programming or implications is
optional - but it is a good opportunity to
reflect the importance and need for
continued programming. Just a few
sentences to describe this with possible
mention of post event survey data.

(Click link to FUTURE PROGRAMMING
examples >)

RESULTS

A G R I L I F E E X T E N S I O N . T A M U . E D U

Name
Title
XXXX County

Phone: 000-000-0000
Email: name@ag.tamu.edu

For more information: 

Extension programs of Texas AgriLife Extension Service are open to all people without regard to race, color, sex,
religion, national origin, age, disability, genetic information, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender identity or any
other classification protected by federal, state or local law The Texas A&M University System, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, and the County Commissioners Courts of Texas Cooperating. 

OPTIONAL 
HEADSHOT

OPTIONAL PHOTO LIBRARY: 
https://agrilife.photoshelter.com/

 

“A good pull quote can be a
compelling design element. This

provides a teaser that entices the
reader into the story”. 

[replace with your own
testimonal/clientele comments]

(Click for link to CLIENTELE
COMMENTS examplet)

 

[Replace this text with your own Evaluation Strategy] Use Open Sans 9.5 pt
font for body copy. Include a brief description of the evaluation strategy. Include
a statement identifying the response rate. [Example] A retrospective post was
utilized to measure knowledge gained and adoptions of best practices. A total of
17 of 25 (68%) participants completed the retrospective post survey instrument.
(Click for link to EVALUATION examples >)

[Replace this text with your own Results] Think about the best way to report the
data to tell the best story. Result can be conveyed in narrative text or illustrated
with bullet statements, charts and graphs. Other things to consider and include:
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